PUBLIC SOCIOMETRY
Sociology translates to public action

This occasional column highlights sociologists who successfully engage sociology in the civic arena in service to organizations and communities. Over the years, members of ASA and sociologists as individual professionals and citizens have sought to make the knowledge we generate directly relevant to our communities, countries, and the world community. Many sociologists within the academy and in other sectors practice the translation of expert knowledge to numerous critical issues through consultation, advisement, testimony, commentary, writing, and participation in a variety of activities and venues. To submit contributions, first consult with Managing Editor Johanna Olexy (olexy@asanet.org, 202-383-9005 x312) prior to submitting your draft (1,000 to 1,200 words maximum).
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The Inside-Out Prison Exchange Program serves to bridge the gap between theory and practice by creating an atmosphere of shared dialogue among perspectives of people in the academy and people in prison, with hopes of transforming ideas about crime and justice. The National Inside-Out Prison Exchange program was inspired by Paul, a man serving a life sentence in Pennsylvania, and created by Lori Pompa of Temple University in 1997 (www.insideoutcenter.org). Courses are held inside a prison with an equal number of university (outside) students and incarcerated (inside) students. It is the intent of the program to educate future criminal justice practitioners, educators, politicians, and citizens about the perspectives of incarcerated men and women as well as to assist inside students in identifying their skill set that will help them to excel in a college course. Inside-Out is self-empowering for everyone involved.

Inside-Out courses are not designed for outside students to study people who are incarcerated or presume some level of help is needed for inside students. Rather, Inside-Out is a college course in a unique context, where every participant is held to the same rigorous standards and active participation. Not only does the pedagogy of Inside-Out create an atmosphere of respect and equal voice for all participants (including instructor as facilitator), it is clear from participants that this unique experience elevates critical thinking, reading, and writing skills while breaking down barriers of “us” versus “them.” This is because the goal is to unleash everyone’s understanding of humanity; participants gain a deeper respect and understanding of themselves, others, the complexities of the criminal justice system, and the impact that mass incarceration has on communities beyond what we can expose them to through university-based courses.

The authors of this article—a graduate student and a sociology professor—participated in the intense one-week National Inside-Out Training Institute in 2009. The carefully developed training is modeled after the pedagogy of Inside-Out, where academic instructors become students and partner with members at the heart of Inside-Out—The Graterford Think Tank. Graterford provides critical expertise and guidance in the development of Inside-Out’s curriculum and trainings, acting as an advisory committee and assisting with training sessions for new Inside-Out instructors. Participants learned how to teach an Inside-Out course in his/her discipline within his/her local prison/university. Below we summarize our experiences with this amazing, non-traditional model of pedagogy.

Brian’s Perspective

As a student of life, I have always had the idea that learning and gaining knowledge is an evolutionary process. As I evolve, what I believe is the best quality education must combine empiricism and literature. I consider this approach to learning as “having the best of both worlds.” If we are advocates of education, it makes sense to provide our students (and ourselves) with two perspectives: procedural—what is being written; and substantive—what is being done. This dualism forces us to step outside the comfort zone of the classroom into real-life experiences. Inside-Out brings these worlds together. Inside-Out seeks to level the playing field among the “teachers” and “doers” by providing different perspectives on issues that have plagued our criminal justice system since inception with hopes of creating change.

As a graduate student, my experiences with Inside-Out have been uniquely varied. For instance, I participated in the national training, not expecting to teach the course until I obtained a faculty position. After completing the training in 2009, I was invited to guest lecture and serve as a substitute instructor for two Inside-Out courses (Drugs and Criminal Justice and Criminology) offered by my university. I was anxious about going into the prison, particularly about saying the right thing. Inside-Out demands a high level of respect for all parties involved so we do not engage in traditional terminology related to the incarcerated or college students. For example, we do not use words such as “inmate” or “college kids” in our class; everyone is referred to as a student. My experiences were overwhelming and draining, yet filled with purpose. I walked out of substitute courses feeling both eager and nervous about how I would construct my own course if given the opportunity.

In the summer of 2010, I was asked to teach the first Inside-Out class offered by the University of Delaware at a female prison. I was apprehensive about my ability to relate to the women as I did the men, yet I was excited about the opportunity to evolve as a scholar and a man. I was surprised, but appreciative, that the University of Delaware trusted me (a graduate student) to teach the first class at a female institution.

My class focuses on the criminal court system and is very demanding. Meeting the challenge of covering the traditional curriculum-based criminal court topics, while also creating opportunities to build intellectual bonds is not an easy task. Teaching the class requires me to think about how to eradicate the stereotypes of both groups while creating an open, honest, and respectful environment that allow for tough issues to be critically discussed in a meaningful way. It is definitely an experience that I look forward to each week, it affords me an opportunity to learn as well as teach.

Angela’s Perspective

Since I began teaching criminology courses, I have found it important to incorporate experiential learning in the form of “field trips” to local jails/prisons in order for students to gain a deeper understanding of the issues discussed in class. I have also taken great care to develop relationships with jail/prison administrators to ensure these visits are as non-intrusive and sensitive as possible to the people who reside and work there. So, when I read about the Inside-Out program, I knew I needed to get involved.

I taught my first Inside-Out course (Corrections) in fall 2009 with 10 outside and 10 inside students at the Southeastern Correctional Institution (a minimum-medium security prison for men in Lancaster, OH). Even with all of the additional work as a faculty member to prepare and teach an Inside-Out course, my first course held within the walls of the prison well exceeded my expectations. In the course, we critically evaluate the historical development and contemporary penal policies that resulted in the United States being a leader in mass incarceration. Students are assigned research that culminates in a group project aimed at detailing specific policy implications and recommendations for some element of the system. In turn, students realize their own potential as agents of social change. For example, my first class...
produced a report for U.S. Senator Jim Webb that used existing research to support and address the key issues he outlined in introducing the National Criminal Justice Commission Act in 2009. In addition to sending the report to Senator Webb’s office, all local officials and citizens who participated in our public closing ceremony were provided with the report.

To illustrate the impact of Inside-Out for students, it seems appropriate to share a couple of quotes from students written for my first public closing ceremony:

“Inside-Out has made me more open and accepting and aware. I learned just as much about myself as I did the criminal justice system. It was the one place where everyone was real and honest for a change. All of the social stigmas we hide behind were stripped away. We all found honesty and acceptance in the most unlikely place.” (Outside Student)

“I will take with me a sense of purpose; an understanding that I have a responsibility to either become part of the solution or remain part of the problem.” (Inside Student)

As I reflect on my brief tenure with Inside-Out, finish teaching my second course this past fall, and engage in research projects geared toward understanding the short- and long-term benefits of the program for participants, prisons, colleges, and communities, I cannot resist encouraging other universities to consider the vast benefits of partnering with local prisons to offer this incomparable community-based learning opportunity.

A portion of our research has been funded by a 2010 ASA Carla B. Howery Teaching Enhancement Grant.
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